
9/9/77 

Dear Les, 

You told me you did not receive a mailing in which I included a record that could lead to identification of a stoolie inside SCLC Atlanta Headquarters. 
In the course of putting some records in order I searched files in which I could have put a duplicate for myself. That gas before 1  had my new copying machine, I learned today. because of the time taken by the old machine I probablyd did not make a copy for myself. 
However, I do have a carbon of what I then wrote you. In it I identified the record. This is so you will know and by my carbon I'll also know. I have the records as I received themintact. aim has duplicates. When you are here we can dig out the originals and make you a copy. Each section is in a separate file folder identified by the number of the section and the numbers of the serials within each. Knowing either number simplifies rettbeval here. 

If you want to double-check I wrote and nailed this 2/20/77. 
The identification is #44-38861, the record stamped "Not 11,Jcorded." In asquance it is betweei 2736 and 4 2737. 

Today I received word that in addition to the many pages I have already about 3,000 more pages on the Invaders are ready to be sent to me. I should have them next week. 
Are you beginning to get an idea of the mpgpitude of that chickenshit operation? 
Would you care to do come simply arithmetic, like 15 Invaders in a river-town of no great significance multiplied by other and larger groups and so many other, including vastly larger cities. 

I sugjest this indicates the magnitude of domestic intelligence operations. 
In plaeea like hew York, Chicago an6. Los #ngeles the size must have been enormous. It was all indexed, all cross-filed, too. With most of it never reaching the so-called "central files" pretended to hold all by the MI. 

Best, 


